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2. Code

3. Rang巳

4. Level
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6. Competency

Overhaul hydraulic lift jacks 

El\且EOR322A

Arrange and implem巳nt overhauls of hydraulic lift jacks at field locations. 

3 

3 

6.1 Structur巳and working 

principles of hydraulic lift 

jacks 

6.2 Overhaul methods and 

procedures for hydraulic 

jacks 

Performanc巳 R巳quirem巳nts

• Understand th巳 S甘uctur巳 and working principles of differ，巴nt

hydraulic jacks including: 

． single-plunger hydraulic jack 

． telescope-plunger hydraulic jack 

+ Formulate overhaul procedure lists for different hydraulic jacks 

including: 

． single-plunger with direct plunge 

． single-plunger with indirect plunge 

． telescope-plunger with direct plunge 

． telescope-plunger with indirect plunge 

• Implement and assign completed shutdown and restart work for

di征訂巳nt well equipment including:

． safety prep訂a世on works for shutdown 

． safety lifting works of lift c征for direct plunge 

． safety lifting works of lift c訂 for indirect plunge 

． safety works for resumption operation 

． Effectively use different lifting ge訂S to implement and 

assign completed lifting work for all kinds of hydraulic 

jacks 

+ E旺ectively use different tools to implement and assign 

comple記d disassembly, ru日t removal and pr巳ven位on and

assembly work for hydraulic jacks including: 

． single-plunger hydraulic jack piston 

． single-plunger hydraulic jack piston oil seal and packing 

seal 

． telescope-plunger hydra叫ic jack piston 

． telescope-plunger hydraulic jack piston oil seal and packing 

seal 

． different hydraulic jacks piston guiding devices 

． different hydraulic jacks construction remedies 



7. Ass巴ssment

Criteria

8. Remarks

6.3 Professionalism in 

completed disassembly and 

assembly of di宜er巳nt

hydraulic jacks 

• Apply manufacturer's rep位r instructions and the cod巴 of

practice for lift work safety to implement and assign completed

disassembly and ass巳mbly work for di証erent hydraulic jacks 

• Apply manufacturer's rep位r instructions and the cod巴 of

practic巳 for lift design and cons仕uction to implem巳nt and

assign completed a句ustm巳nt and testing work for di旺erent

hydraulic jacks including:

． hydraulic jack flow controller 

． hydraulic jack e油aust device 

． hydraulic jack speed control shut off valve 

． hydraulic jack oil leak collection device 

． full load pressure detector for telescope-plunger hydraulic 

jack synchronized telescopic device 

The integrated outcom巳 requirements of this unit of competency 訂e:

(i) Capable to缸range and assign completed disassembly, rust removal and preventi凹，assembly and 

testing proced盯es for different hydraulic jacks of hydraulic lifts systematically and through e宜ective

communication﹔and

(ii) Capable to implement completed disassembly, rust removal and prevention，的sembly祖d testing for 

different hydraulic jacks of hydraulic lifts under general or complica紀d situa位ons in compliance

wi由出e pr巳scrib巳d standards of repair. 

The credit value of也is unit of compe紀ncy is set on也e presumption曲的出.e person already possesses 

knowl巳dge and skills in maintaining hydraulic lift jacks. 


